
This project explores the design of innovative 
anchoring foundation element for marine applications.  
The concept develops a durable high-capacity anchor 
configuration that can be readily installed, retrieved, 
and reinstalled at a different location and depth with 
ease. The Retrievable Ocean Petal Anchor (ROPA) 
concept will be developed with a target pullout 
capacity appropriate for mooring of floating renewable 
energy devices.  The installation process is facilitated 
by the introduction of high pressure seawater jet 
through truncated cone to fluidize the seabed as the 
petals of the anchor are flared out during deployment.  
Once the high pressure stream is ended, the seabed 
returns to a natural state, providing a resistance to 
pullout under loading from the marine energy device. 
The retrieval process is envisioned to be the inverse 
to the installation process.

This innovative anchor is designed for ready 
deployment and retrieval in sandy ocean bottom 
conditions. It can be installed with minimal noise 
effect and It is design to handle multiaxial 
loading, making it a suitable for a  variety of 
applications. This proposed configuration is 
envisioned as an anchoring solution for WECs or 
MHK devices undergoing short or long term
testing/validation deployments.  With upscaling, it 
can also serve as a permeant anchoring system 
with performance that meets Serviceability and 
Ultimate limit states as specified in IEC standards 
and similar.

• Simplified two dimensional axisymmetric 
geotechnical analysis was performed using PLAXIS 
finite element analysis software.

• SolidWorks was used for mechanism design and 
assembly layout.

• Component loads were calculated with a mix of 
analytical of numerical approaches.

• A 3D printed proof of concept model was tested in a 
fluidized sand bed.

i. A design layout for expandable and retractable anchor, 
having a pullout capacity has been completed with the 
development of model-scale prototype. 

ii. Axisymmetric simulations with various loadings to assess 
indicated that ROPA provides >7 times higher vertical capacity 
than drag anchor capacity as computer per Neubecker and 
Randolph (1996), with equivalent dimensions.

iii. Testing of the model Anchor in sand bed is planned this 
year to obtain data for the calibration of a 3-D numerical 
model. The model will be used for assessing the anchor 
behavior and providing insight to improve the anchor holding 
capacity attributes.
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Isometric view of the ROPA device with the 
high pressure water nozzle shown in green
and the petals shown in lavender. 
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Side view of the ROPA device as it is inserted 
into the soil (left) and with the petals flared to 
35 degrees to increase the holding strength 
(right).

(Left) Testing of a 3D 
printed prototype in a 
small scale fluidized 
sand bed to verify 
operation of the 
mechanism

A 3D printed prototype was produced to verify 
operation of the mechanism and for 
qualitative testing

(left) 2D model of the ROPA device deployed (middle) soil shear around the 
anchor during failure (right) full simulation area with the ROPA device in the top 
left corner

The impact of embedment ratio on pullout load-deformation behavior for 
loading/unloading cycles:  (H=Depth of Embedment and h= diameter of soil 
mass enclosed by the deployed Petals


